
Appendix C Schedule of Representations and Recommended Response 
 
 
 WELDON CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
Rep. Ref. Stakeholder Summary of Stakeholder Comments Recommendation 
1 1.2.1 Charles Church 

Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Welcomes the acknowledgement that the Core Strategy 
proposes a sustainable extension North East of Corby. 
We seek an amendment to the text stating that Figure 
13 was amended at the request of Corby Borough 
Council to give flexibility to the Initial Urban Extension to 
be larger than Priors Hall. The Core Spatial Strategy 
states that “priority will be given to expanding existing 
sustainable urban extensions at the broad locations 
identified in this strategy”. 

Within paragraph 1.2.1 add the following sentence: 
“Figure 13 was amended at the request of Corby 
Borough Council to give flexibility to the initial Urban 
Extension to be larger than Priors Hall” 

2 1.2.1 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Welcomes the inclusion of the reference that ‘rather 
than a stand alone development, it would preferably 
need to be integrated into the existing village’ 

No change - noted 

3 3.10 National Trust Careful consideration needs to be given to the potential 
role of management tools e.g. Article 4. 

Add the following text to last sentence of paragraph 
3.9:”however, this does not preclude the possibility of 
the Council introducing such measures in the future 
should the character of the Conservation Area be 
damaged by further alterations to dwelling houses that 
front onto highways.” 

 
4 4.25 Environment Agency Welcomes the encouragement of cast iron or aluminium 

rainwater goods on the facades of buildings 
No change – noted 

5 4.25 Environment Agency Document should emphasise the importance of 
maintaining such traditional materials, to safeguard the 
underground drainage system. 

Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 
4.25: “It is important to clear fall-pipes and drain covers 
to safeguard the underground drainage system.” 

6 General Peter Dowsett The report should be more pro-active in regard to trees 
and planting. How about starting with the planting of a 
line of flowering cherries along the Oundle Road 
entrance to the village? This could be rolled out across 

No change – the Conservation Area Appraisal and 
Management Plan does not provide an Action Plan for 
such issues that should be addressed via the Parish 
Council in the Village Plan 



other roads  
7 General Peter Dowsett There should be guidance on Leylandi that are 

completely out of keeping in the CA 
No change – better included in the Village Plan 

 
 
WELDON CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL 
  
Rep. Ref. Stakeholder Summary of Stakeholder Comments Recommendation 
8 3.2.18 Charles Church 

Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

The description of setting of The Manor House makes 
no reference to the field to the south of the Manor Farm, 
which it is proposed to include in the CA, forming part of 
the setting of the listed building 

No change – this is specifically referred to in paragraph 
4.4.28 
 

9 3.2.18 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Proposals for urban extension include a landscape 
buffer between the Manor House and proposed 
development, which includes the field south of The 
Manor House 

No change - noted 

10 3.2.24 Peter Dowsett Heavy traffic is damaging the CA and should be covered 
in the report. The A427 needs to be downgraded to a ‘B’ 
road and heavy good vehicles need to be prohibited 
from the narrow bends in Oundle Road 

No change – outside the parameters of this report. 

11 3.2.24 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Amend the text to note that the proposed A427 Weldon 
Relief Road will help secure the long term future of the 
thatched cottage by providing an alternative route for 
through traffic and lorries 

See above 

12 3.2.43 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

No architectural or historic justification has been given 
for including the post 2000 Cricketer’s Green 
development within the Conservation Area 

No change – Paragraph 3.2.43 explains that Cricketer’s 
Green is an attractive new housing development – it is 
half in the Conservation Area, so it is considered 
appropriate to bring it all into the Conservation Area 

13 4.1.1 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Note reference to existing housing allocations from the 
Local Plan which have been carried forward in the 
Preferred Options report. These allocations do not 
reflect the Growth Agenda. It is the Initial Urban 
Extension North East of Corby which reflects the Growth 
Agenda, not previously adopted housing allocations in 
the out dated Local Plan 

No change – existing housing allocations saved by 
direction of the Secretary of State and form part of the 
current Development Plan together with the Core Spatial 
Strategy that identified the need for Sustainable Urban 
Extension to the North East of Corby 



14 4.4 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Suggest the inclusion of reference to The Rockingham 
Forest Trust design guide Building On Tradition, which 
refers to various character types of settlement 

No change – This is detailed in the Conservation Area 
Appraisal Management Plan at paragraph 4.2 stating 
that “The Joint SPD draws attention to the “Building on 
Tradition – The Country Design Summary’ (2000), 
prepared by the Rockingham Forest Trust; this has 
already been adopted by Corby Borough Council as 
SPD. It identifies ways in which new development can 
be designed to harmonise with and enhance local 
character in the region, providing advice on all aspects 
of development” 

15 4.4.28 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

Omit the statement that any development in the field 
south of The Manor House would have a damaging 
effect on the listed building 

No change 

16 Section 6 Charles Church 
Developments and 
Weldon Manor 
Estates Ltd 

No amendment to the boundary should be made until 
the detailed boundary of the Weldon Park proposals has 
been determined. This would ensure the full extent of 
the area between Weldon and the Weldon Park 
proposals could be subject to Conservation Area control 

This has been taken into account so as to eliminate any 
overlap of the new Conservation Area boundary with 
that of the Weldon Park application. Mapping amended 
accordingly 

17 General Peter Dowsett There should be government grants available to help 
support the requirements of the Conservation Area. 
Without financial support the stone boundary wall at 
no.22 is unviable 

Add the following sentence to paragraph 3.2.24: “A 
better alternative if the construction of a stone wall was 
prohibitively too expensive would have been the 
installation of metal Estate fencing with 3 or 4 horizontal 
rails supported on widely spaced upright supports, 
rather than vertical fencing; such railings are commonly 
found in rural villages within Corby borough e.g. East 
Carlton on property boundaries close to the church.” 
 
Add the following sentence to fourth paragraph on page 
78: “A better alternative is to use traditional forged iron 
Estate fencing that has horizontal rails interspersed with 
upright supports.” 

18 General Weldon Parish 
Council 

Haunt Hill field might be used for burial facilities No change – not something for this document – as a 
planning proposal this will be determined when 
submitted by local planning authority 



 
The proposal for a new cemetery in the field 
immediately adjacent to Haunt Hill House could 
adversely affect the setting of the building. If it is too 
close to its boundary wall. This is one of the most 
important buildings in the Conservation Area and this 
should be taken into account of in any proposals for land 
adjacent to it – even if this is outside the Conservation 
Area boundary. 

19 General 
– Visual 
amenities 

David Wildman The approach from Stamford on the A43 and from 
Oundle still have a lovely village feel. This should be 
retained at all costs. 

Not appropriate to extend the Conservation Area 
boundary beyond its present North-eastern boundary. 
However, agree with the comment on the entry point 
into the Conservation Area and the village that is 
mentioned in paragraph 4.2.3 of the appraisal. 

20 General 
– Visual 
amenities 

Weldon Parish 
Council 

Views of Weldon Park from Weldon Village and views of 
open countryside from the village. If Weldon Park 
development proceeds, particular car should be taken to 
preserve these amenities  

The appraisal identifies key views and vistas in the 
Spatial Analysis at section 4.3. These would have to be 
taken account of in any proposed new development as 
proposed at Weldon Park. 

21 General David Wildman The vernacular architectural feel of all the buildings 
should be enforced. For example the fences and railings 
that have been used within the area which don’t reflect 
the local style should be pointed out to the owners, with 
a view to appropriate replacement 

No change - this matter was discussed at the public 
consultation event with particular owners of properties 
where metal railings had been installed. 

22 General Mrs J Hinman Cricket pitch should remain designated open space No change – paragraph 4.4.18 acknowledges that the 
cricket ground “is an important area of open green 
space”. 

23 General National Trust Supports the production and review of conservation 
area boundaries. Need to ensure that the wider setting 
of the Conservation Areas as a whole, not just of 
individual buildings of national and local importance is 
considered - including key views to and from the Areas 
as referred to in PPG15. 

No change 

24 General National Trust Need to carefully consider the identification of the 
approaches/gateways into (and out of) of the 
Conservation Area and the particular role that they play 

No change – already covered in section 4.3 



in influencing people's perceptions of these historic 
assets. 

25 General  Weldon Parish 
Council 

The seven acre field between the eastern end of the 
Weldon Woodland Park and Kettering Road. Consider 
this should be included as Conservation Area, also to be 
simultaneously designated as future church graveyard. 

Designation of cemetery is outside the scope of this 
document and there are no reasons to include the land 
within the Conservation Area 

 
 
ROCKINGHAM CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
Rep. Ref. Stakeholder Summary of Stakeholder Comments Proposed response 
26 Section 1 CPRE Mention should be made of the pre “Emparkment” route 

up the escarpment. 
No change – covered to some extent in lay-man’s 
language in paragraph 4.2.11 

27 1.2.2 and 
3.10 

CPRE Article 4 should be implemented if conditions change in 
these uncertain times it cannot be done at short notice. 

Amend paragraph 3.9 to acknowledge that Rockingham 
Estates owns most of the village and add the following 
sentence to the end of the paragraph: “While it is not the 
current intention of the Council to introduce this 
measure this does not preclude the possibility of the 
Council introducing it in the future should the character 
of the conservation area be damaged by alterations to 
the windows of dwelling houses that front onto 
highways.” 

28 1.2.2 CPRE Cast iron bollards are not sufficiently close to be 
effective in addressing parking problems. Short section 
of telegraph post, sloping, top, at restricting centres is 
suggested. Preferably it should be off street 

No change – already covered in paragraph 7.3.1. Car 
Parking Issues. Also  detailed in section 4.4.38 to 40 of 
the Conservation Area Appraisal 

29 3.4 CPRE The Gallery should have a sign but well designed and 
brief 

No change – attention has been brought to this in 
paragraph 4.4.11 

30 3.4 CPRE The more serious matter is the plethora of signs at the 
north end of the village, 14 in all at last count 

No change – attention has been brought to this in 
paragraph 4.4.10 

31 4.1 CPRE The North Northants street proposals are being 
researched by Bill Driver of CPRE. 

No change 

32 4.7 CPRE The glazing bars are sometimes made of folded zinc 
sheet. 

No change 

33 4.15-4.16 Environment Agency Welcomes the encouragement of cast iron or aluminium No change 



rainwater goods on the facades of buildings 
34 4.15 Environment Agency  Document should emphasise the importance of 

maintaining such traditional materials, to safeguard the 
underground drainage system. 

Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 
4.18: “It is important to clear fall-pipes and drain covers 
to safeguard the underground drainage system.” 

35 4.19 CPRE Questions reference to Swithland slates No change 
36 4.21 CPRE Recommends that Peter Dunn of Weldon Stone is 

consulted 
No change 

37 4.22 CPRE Spot bedded when using felt to allow slates to breathe 
(Stapleton). 

Amend paragraph 4.2.4 to read “During the survey of 
the village in August 2008 one property with an original 
Colleyweston slate roof (referred within this region as 
Colly roofs) was noted as then being ‘repaired’ with 
pointing on its roof. English Heritage (EH, Northampton 
Office) advise that this in fact accords with a long 
standing regional tradition for the repair of Colly roofs 
that are laid with mortar – either spot-bedded, when 
using felt to allow slates to breath, or more fully pointed. 
While this is a highly unusual practice nationally and 
usually discouraged, the re-pointing of Colly roofs has 
been part of the local tradition of the Rockingham Forest 
area for many years past. It is considered (by EH) a 
useful measure to extend the life of a roof without the 
need for stripping and re-slating (which in itself can lead 
to premature loss of a very scarce material). Most 
roofers use cement-based mortars, but in recent EH 
restoration projects (e.g. at Apethorpe) hydraulic lime 
has been used to good effect. It is interesting to note 
that the Northants CC Minerals Development Plan 
(currently out for consultation in 2009) is proposing a 
new Colly mine specifically for the production of new 
roofing slate – near Collyweston. If successful this may 
help to alleviate the short supply of second hand slates 
that has led to the stripping of Colly slates from lesser 
buildings for re-use, leading to loss of character. Such 
action will not be permitted in Corby’s designated 
Conservation Areas.” 



38 4.22 CPRE A louse should be able to keep dry in the tuck. No change 
39 4.23 CPRE Where were the professional advisors? No change 
40 4.23 English Heritage Document refers to pointing of Collyweston roofs in 

negative terms. It is in fact part of the long standing 
tradition of Colly roofs that they are laid with mortar – 
either spot-bedded or more fully pointed. This is a highly 
unusual practice nationally, but very much part of the 
local tradition. It can be a useful measure to extend the 
life of a roof without the need for stripping and re-slating 
(which itself can lead to premature loss of a very scare 
material). 

This is dealt with in the response above to Rep.37 that 
incorporates the remarks of English Heritage (for an 
amendment to paragraph 4.2.4). 

41 4.41 CPRE The word ‘vibrant’ is used too much in Corby and means 
nothing 

No change 

42 4.44 CPRE Highlights straw thatch No change 
43 4.44 CPRE It should be remembered that the spaces between 

buildings are as important as the buildings themselves. 
No change 

44 4.44 CPRE Northamptonshire County Council advocates and 
approves the use of golden shingle or pea gravel for 
pavements in conservation areas. Also see 7.2.1. 

Add the following sentence to the end of paragraph 
7.2.1: “In recent years a new road has been created 
down the side of the Village Hall covered in golden 
gravel; this accords with the advice of Northamptonshire 
CC who advocates and approves the use of golden 
shingle or pea gravel for pavements in conservation 
areas.” 

45 7.2.1 CPRE See reference 4.44 above See above 
46 7.2.4 CPRE Waste bins can often be classed as litter themselves 

however arty crafty, real care is needed here 
No change 

47 7.34 P.S Johnson The Appraisal sets out proposals for all buildings within 
the Conservation Area and in particular roofs, as set out 
in Part 2 paragraph 7.34, as well as rainwater goods, 
walls, etc. In so far as roofs are concerned it 
recommends that Collyweston roofs should only be 
replaced with Collyweston slates. This seems entirely 
unreasonable in that: 
a) The local authority has powers to control materials 
when roofs are replaced within a conservation area, and 

Add the following text to end of paragraph 7.34: “English 
Heritage recommends the ‘use of the real thing’ with 
regard to Colly roofing slates where ever possible. 
Where these are not readily available consideration will 
be given to alternative replacement roofing slates from 
applicants who should provide actual samples for 
consideration by the planning department.” 
 
It is interesting to note that the Northamptonshire 



may at its discretion permit similar materials 
b) Collyweston slates ceased to be quarried in 1963 and 
supplies are therefore limited 
c) Those few roofing firms which possess Collyweston 
slates have a monopoly and can charge accordingly 

Locations for Minerals DPD (currently out for 
consultation in 2009) is proposing a new Colly mine 
specifically for the production of new roofing slate – near 
Collyweston. If successful this may help to alleviate the 
short supply of second hand slates that has led to the 
stripping of Colly slates from lesser buildings for re-use, 
leading to loss of character. Text already incorporated 
into paragraph 4.2.4 (see response to Rep. 37) 

48 7.4.1 CPRE Artificial stone is concrete and I cannot think it should 
ever be used in a conservation area. 

No change - the comment was: “the use of artificial 
stone and cement render and painted finishes will be 
largely discouraged.”  

49 7.5.8 CPRE I can see the problem here but we cannot put villages in 
aspic. In Rockingham there a number of architectural 
periods represented. I don’t know the answer. 

No change 

50 7.5.10 CPRE Metal stove pipes are an abomination whether above or 
below the eaves. To be so restrictive is part of the aspic 
syndrome.  A traditional chimney of the area should be 
possible to construct, the only object should be a good 
building that fits the scene even if it is conversion and a 
changed use. 

No change 
 
 
 
 

51 7.5.10 CPRE Old barns can often be reused for other farming 
purposes than that originally intended. There is also a 
pressure however to declare them redundant as they 
are popular and command a high sales price. The farm 
house kitchen being the latest “in” thing, 

No change 

52 3.10 National Trust Careful consideration needs to be given to the potential 
role of management tools e.g. Article 4. 

No change - already acted upon.  

53 General P.S Johnson 
 

At the workshop on 26 February the following question 
was asked, 
"What is the difference, if any, between the planning 
restrictions on a building within a conservation area and 
a building designated as one of local interest". The 
representative of Corby Borough Council replied to the 
effect that a building of local interest could not be 
demolished (presumably without the consent of the local 

The identification of Local Interest Buildings provides a 
material consideration when considering planning 
applications. The proposed Heritage Protection Bill (not 
in the Queen’s speech, so not part of the current 
Government’s legislative programme) would have given 
protection to Local Interest  Buildings outside of 
conservation areas to protect them as if they were in a 
conservation area, i.e. requiring planning permission to 



authority) implying that this was not the case in a 
conservation area. However S.74 of The Planning 
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Area) Act 1990 does 
require the consent of the local authority before a 
building within a conservation area can be demolished. 
The author of the Appraisal opined that while there was 
no definite Government policy he understood that it was 
likely that (further) planning restrictions would be 
imposed on buildings of local interest. Clarification is 
requested on both of these responses and in particular 
information as to what powers the local authority or any 
other body have to designate a building as being one of 
local interest. 

be demolished. The new PPS (expected in the next two 
years) to replace PPG15 and 16 is likely address this 
issue because of the delay to the Heritage Bill. 
 
English Heritage encourages Local Planning Authorities 
to produce lists of Local Interest Buildings, both in and 
outside of conservation areas; this is supported by the 
Rockingham Forest Trust who offer advice and training 
sessions to local residents to enable them to propose 
such buildings, and to produce such local lists of 
buildings themselves. 

54 General P.S Johnson The Appraisal continually implies that all buildings within 
the Conservation area are owned by Rockingham 
Castle Estate when this is not the case. 

Amend paragraph 3.9 to read:”However, the control 
exercised by the Rockingham Castle Estate, who own 
most of the village and lease the cottages and farms to 
tenants, is such employing their own professional 
advisors as to render such a requirement largely 
unnecessary; windows are timber with small panes 
painted white, and doors, open porches, gates, fences, 
are all painted a uniform dark green; this more than 
anything else establishes the general character of the 
village as an Estate Village.” 

55 General Rockingham Parish 
Meeting 

A Management Plan should be put in place with 
Rockingham Castle Estate, to help alleviate any 
problems which may occur, although we understand that 
the Estate already has a number of management plans 
currently in place.  

Corby Borough Council is consulted on one of the 
management plans already in place that may make this 
action unnecessary. 

56 General English Heritage Guidance in respect to Collyweston roofs should refer to 
preferences for using the real thing, not the many 
imitations available 

Add the following text to end of paragraph 7.3.4: 
“English Heritage recommends the ‘use of the real thing’ 
with regard to Colly roofing slates where ever possible. 
Where these are not readily available consideration will 
be given to alternative replacement roofing slates from 
applicants who should provide actual samples for 
consideration by the planning department.” 



 
It is interesting to note that the Northamptonshire 
Locations for Minerals DPD (currently out for 
consultation in 2009) is proposing a new Colly mine 
specifically for the production of new roofing slate – near 
Collyweston. If successful this may help to alleviate the 
short supply of second hand slates that has led to the 
stripping of Colly slates from lesser buildings for re-use, 
leading to loss of character. Text already incorporated 
into paragraph 4.2.4 (see response to Rep. 37) 

 
 
ROCKINGHAM CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL 
 
Rep. Ref. Stakeholder Summary of Stakeholder Comments Proposed response 
57 4.4.34 English Heritage Document refers to pointing of Collyweston roofs in 

negative terms. It is in fact part of the long standing 
tradition of Colly roofs that they are laid with mortar – 
either spot-bedded or more fully pointed. This is a highly 
unusual practice nationally, but very much part of the 
local tradition. It can be a useful measure to extend the 
life of a roof without the need for stripping and re-slating 
(which itself can lead to premature loss of a very scare 
material). 

Already noted. Amend paragraph 4.24 of the 
Conservation Area Appraisal Management Plan to read 
“During the survey of the village in August 2008 one 
property with an original Colleyweston slate roof 
(referred within this region as Colly roofs) was noted as 
then being ‘repaired’ with pointing on its roof. English 
Heritage (EH, Northampton Office) advise that this in 
fact accords with a long standing regional tradition for 
the repair of Colly roofs that are laid with mortar – either 
spot-bedded, when using felt to allow slates to breath, or 
more fully pointed. While this is a highly unusual 
practice nationally and usually discouraged, the re-
pointing of Colly roofs has been part of the local tradition 
of the Rockingham Forest area for many years past. It is 
considered (by EH) a useful measure to extend the life 
of a roof without the need for stripping and re-slating 
(which in itself can lead to premature loss of a very 
scarce material). Most roofers use cement-based 
mortars, but in recent EH restoration projects (e.g. at 
Apethorpe) hydraulic lime has been used to good effect. 



It is interesting to note that the Northants CC Minerals 
Development Plan (currently out for consultation in 
2009) is proposing a new Colly mine specifically for the 
production of new roofing slate – near Collyweston. If 
successful this may help to alleviate the short supply of 
second hand slates that has led to the stripping of Colly 
slates from lesser buildings for re-use, leading to loss of 
character. Such action will not be permitted in Corby’s 
designated Conservation Areas.” 

58 General Rockingham Castle 
Estates 

The Estate is very concerned about the effect of 
extending the Conservation Area boundary as currently 
proposed and which is included in the draft 
Conservation Area Appraisal Management Plan; in 
particular, the inclusion of the Castle and surrounding 
gardens, parkland and woodland areas. 

The reasons are detailed in the document. There is a 
national movement towards including wider settings of 
heritage assets and this is encouraged by EH, and is 
currently being undertaken by the National Trust on their 
own properties. The revised boundary is widely 
supported by both national amenity organisations such 
as the CPRE, the National Trust and a number of local 
residents. It was also approved by CBC in 1985 but 
never registered 

59 General Rockingham Castle 
Estates 

The Estate draw to the Council’s attention the various 
designations and agreements that the Estate currently 
operates under in managing the Castle, the Village and 
their surroundings as follows: 
 
• Grade I and Grade II listings for the Castle and other 

built property 
 
• Heritage Landscape Management Plan for the 

Estate’s Heritage Area (as agreed with the 
Countryside Commission in the early 1990’s)  

 
• Heritage Management Plan prepared in 1994/5 and 

which formed the precursor to one of the Estate’s 
Countryside Stewardship Schemes. 

 
• 20 year Forest Plan agreed with the Forestry 

Amend the boundary of the proposed Conservation 
Area as its extension as currently proposed is now 
considered unnecessary 
 



Commission for the period 2003 to 2023 and on 
which English Heritage, Northants Heritage and the 
Borough Council were consulted prior to approval by 
the Forestry Commission. 

 
• In respect of (ii) above, please find enclosed a copy 

of a plan which shows the Heritage Area edged red.  
The Council will note that this not only covers the 
area of the proposed Conservation Area extension 
but a substantial area beyond. 

 
The Estate considers that the management plans 
currently place provide an appropriate means of 
managing the landscape and environment of the Castle 
and Village. a sound basis for the continued good 
management of the historic built and landscape 
environments of Rockingham 

60 General Rockingham Castle 
Estates 

The impact of a Conservation Area designation for the 
Castle and surrounding area would create a 
cumbersome and costly issue for the day-to-day 
management practices employed, in particular tree 
surgery and maintenance 

Revise boundary of the proposed extension so as to 
minimise any coverage of trees 

61 General Rockingham Castle 
Estates 

The Estate suggests a revised boundary that includes 
the fabric of the Castle building only (attached) 

Accept the proposal and amend the proposed CA 
boundary extension map accordingly 
 

62 General Rockingham Parish 
Meeting 

Echo the concerns of Rockingham Castle Estate about 
the effect of extending the Conservation Area boundary 
as currently proposed 

See above 

63 General Lauren Brodie Expansion of CA to include a large amount of green 
space is welcomed, as it will hopefully prevent future 
development detracting from one of Corby's greatest 
tourist assets Rockingham Castle. 

Proposed Conservation Area boundary altered to 
exclude surrounding fields based on comments of 
Rockingham Castle Estates that is supported by Corby 
Borough Council, so less green space will be included. 

64 General -
Local 
interest 

Ian Norman The village shop which is situated in the Sondes Barn 
near the Sondes Arms is another important building.  

Add building to list of local interest buildings. 



buildings 
65 General -

Local 
interest 
buildings 

Trevor Burbridge Sondes Barn, the current village shop/tea room is also 
an important building 

Add building to list of local interest buildings. 

66 General 
– Visual 
amenities 

Ian Norman Lime trees at Crossroads are a major benefit visually 
especially on the approach to the village form the north. 

No change – trees mentioned in paragraph 3.2.3 

67 General 
– Visual 
amenities 

Trevor Burbridge Lime trees at Crossroads and grass verges through 
Main Street are important viewpoints 

No change – see paragraph 3.2.3 and 4.4.30 

68 General Ian Norman Says their needs to be more consultation with 
Rockingham Estate on the matter of forest management 
and day to day management 

No change - the Local Planning Authority has been in 
discussions with the Estate over these matters since the 
consultation event. 

69 General Trevor Burbridge Supports the Conservation Area boundary that was 
agreed by parties concerned in 1985. 

Proposed Conservation Area boundary altered to 
exclude the additional areas proposed in 1985 based on 
comments of Rockingham Castle Estates that is 
supported by Corby Borough Council  

70 General Trevor Burbridge 5 Main Street – This property is listed, but not shown as 
such on the plan. 
 

Identified as a Listed Building on list in paragraph 4.4.5. 
Amend map accordingly 

71 General Trevor Burbridge Cottons Farm – The range of properties to the north of 
the farmyard contain a first floor granary (grain store) 
with a “stone” floor and I feel that the building does have 
some historic merit. 

Add the following sentence at the end of paragraph 
3.2.23: “The farm buildings include a granary (grain 
store) at the 1st floor that has a lime-ash floor (this looks 
like stone or concrete) that adds special interest to the 
building.” 

72 General Trevor Burbridge 4A & 4B Main Street – This building was the site original 
Gas Works for the village as shown on the 19th century 
OS map – the original gasometer ring is (was) visible in 
the rear gardens.  I believe the buildings were converted 
into dwellings in the late 1940’s 

Add the following sentence at the end of paragraph 
3.2.13: “History: this building originated as part of the 
village Gas Works, built in the Victorian period that 
supplied gas to the village, and is identified as such on 
the 1st Edition O.S.1:2500 map (c.1888) that shows the 
circular ring of a gasometer to the rear of the building. 
The building is believed to have been converted to two 
dwellings some time after the 2nd World War in the late-
1940s.” 



73 General National Trust Supports production and their review. Need to the need 
to ensure that the wider setting of the Conservation 
Areas as a whole, not just of individual buildings of 
national and local importance, is considered - including 
key views to and from the Areas as referred to in PPG15

No change 

74 General National Trust Need to carefully consider the identification of the 
approaches/gateways into (and out of) of the 
Conservation Area and the particular role that they play 
in influencing people's perceptions of these historic 
assets. 

No change – these are identified in paragraph 3.2 

75 General CPRE An extended protection boundary was suggested and 
we think in these fluent times this would be a wise 
precaution. In the present ownership we do not see a 
problem but these are uncertain times and as someone 
from the Estate said things have changed in the last 
twenty five years. What the next will be who knows. 

No change - noted 

76 General Rockingham Parish 
Meeting 

The majority of residents who attended the public 
consultation events had no objection to the proposed 
CA boundary extension.   

Proposed Conservation Area boundary altered to 
exclude the additional areas proposed in 1985 based on 
comments of Rockingham Castle Estates that is 
supported by Corby Borough Council 

 


